**DESTINATION SLUM! 2**
**NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND PERSPECTIVES IN SLUM TOURISM RESEARCH**

**Wednesday 14.5.2014**
Room S17

12:30–13:00  Registration

13:00–13:30  Opening and welcome to the conference

13:30–14:00  Workshop 1:
             Tracing the Travelling Slum

15:30–16:00  Coffee Break

**Session 1:**
**Slum Tourism and Poverty Alleviation**

16:00–16:30  Paul Acha-Anyi
             *A Model for Developing Sustainable Township Tourism*

16:30–17:00  Mustafa Mekawy
             *Smart Tourism Investment: Pathways to break the Poverty Cycle*

17:00–17:30  Glen de Geest
             *From Poverty Tourism to Pro-poor Tourism: Opportunities and Challenges of Slum Tourism in Mumbai with regard to Poverty Reduction*

Dinner in Potsdam
Address:
Piazza Toscanas - Rudolf Breitscheid Str. 177 - 14482 Potsdam

Room S16

16:00–16:30  Session 2:
             Urban Development and Gentrification

16:00–16:30  Christina Andersen, et al.
             *The impact of Mega Events and/or Voluntourism on the Empowerment of Rio de Janeiro’s poorest inhabitants living in the favelas*

16:30–17:00  Camila Moraes
             *Ecological slums? Initial Notes on tourism and ecology in the favela*

17:00–17:30  Malte Steinbrink
             *Fifavela*
Thursday 15.5.2014
Room S17

**Session 3: Slum Tourism and Poverty Alleviation**
Andrea Sonderstrom
- Responsible Practice for Township Tourism, An Exploration of Stakeholders’ Opinions, Commitments, Actions and Expectations in the Township of Langa, Cape Town

**Session 5: Slum Volunteering**
Jayne Rogerson
- Volunteering for Johannesburg’s Vulnerable Children

Elisa Burrai
- Negotiating Poverty through Volunteer Tourism Encounters

Jane Reas
- ‘So, child protection. I’ll make a quick point of it now’: Broadening the Notion of Child Abuse in Volunteering Vacations that are Intended to Improve the Impoverished Lives of Children in Siem Reap, Cambodia

**Session 6: Slum Representation**
Tony Seaton
- Holiday Houtings with Mrs Brown: Branding Popular Pastimes for the Excursion Classes

Elisa Burrai
- Poverty as a Theme

Jan-Erik Steinkrüger
- Touring Katutura! Developments, Structures and Representations in Township Tourism in Windhoek, Namibia

Eveline Dürr
- Slum Tourism in the Americas: Commodifying Violence and Urban Poverty

Fabian Frenzel
- Tourist Valorisation of Urban Poverty

Room S16

**Session 4: Urban Development and Gentrification 2**
Emily LeBaron
- Re-imagining the Geography of the Favelas: Pacification, Tourism and Transformation in Complexo do Alemão, Rio de Janeiro

Lina Tegtmeier
- Between Bankruptcy and Ruinscape: Poverty and Tourism Ideology in Detroit

Stephanie Blakeman
- A Case Study on the Slum, Kibera

**Workshop 2:** Presentation of Current Slum Tourism Research Projects
Eveline Dürr
- Slum Tourism in the Americas: Commodifying Violence and Urban Poverty

Fabian Frenzel
- Tourist Valorisation of Urban Poverty

**Session 7: Destination Making and Marketing**
Godfrey Anyumba
- Atteridgeville’s Product Development as a Township Tourism Destination, Pretoria, South Africa

Donatella Privitera
- The Web Sites Analysis of tour Wholesalers for Slum Tourism

Ammalia Podlaszweska
- Behind the Scene of Commodification: Urban Tourism Place-Making in Palembang, Indonesia

---

**11:00/endash.cap11:30**
Coffee Break

**13:00/endash.cap14:00**
Lunch

**14:00/endash.cap14:30**
Transit to Berlin; Poor but Sexy: Tours of Berlin

**16:00/endash.cap20:00**
Transit to Berlin; Poor but Sexy: Tours of Berlin

20:00
Dinner in Berlin: Villa Rixdorf - Richardplatz 6 - 12055 Berlin
Session 8: Conflicts and Solidarity

Harald A. Friedl
Slum Tourism as a Source for Social and Cultural Capital for Slum Residents: An Empirical Study on the Case of the Slum Residents of Timia, Northern Niger

Jessica Pietryszyn
Social Justice and Poverty Tourism: The Transformative Potential of the Poverty Tour

Tore E.H.M. Holst
Touring the Demolished Slum? Responsible Tourism in the Face of Delhi’s Gentrification

Session 9: Residents Perspectives

Gesa Kobs
Slum Tourism in Kibera, Kenya: How do Visitors Reflect the Residents’ Perspective?

Douglas Ribeiro
Perception of Residents of Heliopolis and Paraisópolis in São Paulo, Brazil, Related to the Definition of “Slum Tourism”

Mennatullah Hendawy
Influence of Asset-based Branding of Slums on Inhabitants and Development

Session 11: Residents Perspectives 2

Gül Yavuz
SlumKings & Queens

Palloma Menezes
The Tourist ‘Invasion’ of a ‘Pacified’ Favela: Rumors about Tourists, Removal and Gentrification in Santa Marta, Rio de Janeiro

Session 10: Frontiers

Christian M. Rogerson
Tourism in South Africa’s Marginal Rural Areas: The Real Slumlands

Sarah Becklake
NGOs and the Creation of Development Tourism Destinations: Exploring the Role of Development NGOs in the making of ‘Destino Guatemala’

Workshop 3: Berlin Tour Reflections

Coffee Break

11:30–12:00

Coffee and Conference Conclusions

16:00–19:00

Posh-dam Tour
limited numbers, please email Katja Thiele to reserve a place: katja.thiele@hu-berlin.de

Informal get-together in Potsdam, Location tbc
University of Potsdam
Campus Griebnitzsee
Haus 6, Room 0.16 and 0.17

Piazza Toscana
Rudolf Breitscheid Str. 177

Villa Rixdorf
Richardplatz 6